
Even with a weak September, the third quarter of 2003 produced
very attractive returns: good enough, in fact, to achieve what many
investors, early in 2003, had fondly hoped for the entire year.  The
surprise was not that the quarter produced positive returns, but
that the results were so strong…on top of the exceptional per-
formance of the 2nd quarter, with small cap, overseas, and espe-
cially emerging markets stocks continuing out in front.

Are we ahead of the economic fundamentals, primed for some
near term corrections?  Possibly.  September's retrenchment
seemed to reflect concern that the domestic and many overseas
economies were growing slowly, if at all, and with very disappoint-
ing job statistics.  Some healthy corporate earnings reports and
positive employment news in the early days of October, however,
have quickly improved investor psychology.

We're not yet prepared to sound the "all-clear".  Price/earnings
ratios are high and presumably can only be sustained by a combi-
nation of continued low interest rates and actual growth in corpo-
rate earnings.  Our involvement in Iraq is only temporarily off
investors' radar screens.  The unsettled military and political situa-
tion, combined with its mounting financial and human costs could
once again derail worldwide market confidence.  And the long
catharsis regarding the investment process is still underway, as
the misdeeds of mutual funds (See the article by Linda Fitz below)
and the New York Stock Exchange's alleged board conflicts make
front-page news.  Investor confidence in the US has not yet been
thoroughly restored…and overseas, the disillusionment may still
be ahead.  

Nevertheless, the lessons of long investment history are clear.
Attempting to "time" the market's major moves is costly and, ulti-
mately, futile.  So, on balance, we're expecting continuation of gen-
erally positive, if volatile (day-to-day, week-to-week) market per-
formance in all equity asset classes over the coming months.
Returns, however, should be a good deal more modest than the
results over the past six months.  The really big recovery gains,
driven by anticipation of better news, are probably behind us.
Much less spectacular, but still solid returns should be in store as
fundamental economic growth in fact proceeds.

Tim Kochis, Editor

Mutual Fund Misbehaviors:
How Big a Deal?

September's allegations of illegal and/or unethical mutual fund and
hedge fund activities may have reduced investors' confidence and
trust in funds, but not so much that they are fleeing.  Appropriately
so.  The benefits of these vehicles far outweigh, we believe, the
risks of abuse.  This is not to say that one should simply dismiss
the problem with a jaded sense that "fraud happens," or that one
should underestimate the seriousness of the crimes.  Rather, it's a
reminder that we should all be careful about where we place our
trust.
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The announcement of the scandal by NY Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer surprised  the investment advisory community, and pro-
voked an avalanche of inquires to mutual fund companies and
hedge funds about their trading practices.  The probe had uncov-
ered two activities:

• late-trading in mutual funds, an illegal activity, and

• market-timing, a technique involving quick trading in and out
of mutual fund shares that is "legal" but still risks compromis-
ing a fund's fiduciary duty to its total shareholder base.

The initial responses varied.  Morningstar and some other com-
mentators suggested that shares of the alleged law-breakers,
Janus, Bank One, Nations-Bank of America, Strong…and more
recently, AllianceBernstein…be sold immediately.  Time and
Business Week were more measured, taking a wait and see atti-
tude, even as Theodore Sihpol II, of Bank of America, was charged
with securities fraud and grand larceny, and Canary Capital
Partners agreed to pay a $40 million fine while not admitting
wrong-doing.  At this writing, the probe has led to firings at Merrill
Lynch, Prudential, and Smith Barney, as well as at Bank of
America.

Defining Late-trading and Market-timing.  These activities are
problematic because they favor traders and/or fund management
companies at the expense of long-term shareholders.  Both activ-
ities work from the fact that mutual funds are priced only once
daily, at 4 PM Eastern time.

Late-trading, the illegal practice, happens when a fund company
allows a trader to place a later trade as if it had been at 4 PM…or
cancel a trade after the closing bell.  The after hours transaction
might be pursued by a trader who, after the close, learns of signif-
icant market-moving information generally, or about a particular
company, especially within a fund that holds relatively few names.  

In contrast, short term market-timing is a legal technique often
used by hedge funds seeking to make money on the arbitrage pos-
sibilities in trading areas susceptible to inefficient pricing or "stale"
prices due to low volume:  junk bonds, municipal bonds, and some
small company and international mutual funds.  For example, hav-
ing observed that overseas markets usually rise after a US market
rally, an arbitrageur will buy a fund devoted to European equities
at the NYSE's 4 PM close if the US market is sharply up that day.
The next day, after Europe has risen, that trader sells at 4 PM with
a profit.  The hedge fund's activity is clean.  The same may not be
able to be said of the mutual fund.

Problems with Mutual Fund Market-timing.  At best, the "in and
out" traders slightly reduce the returns that might otherwise be
earned by the mutual fund's other shareholders.  At worst, those
traders seduce the mutual fund's management into breaching its
fiduciary duties by favoring the fund's management revenues over
its shareholders returns, or by illegally waiving the "excess activi-
ty" penalties* they supposedly impose precisely to minimize fre-
quent trades.  These activities hurt the loyal, steady shareholders
because the mutual fund suffers extra transaction costs and
because the trader's quick transactions dilute the continuing
shareholders' profit by requiring the fund manager either to quick-
ly invest to absorb large purchases and then quickly sell to fund
withdrawals or to maintain larger than desirable ongoing cash
positions to accommodate this artificial liquidity need.  Eric
Zitzewitz, a Stanford business school professor, suggests that the
total costs can be about 1%, a big bite in an environment of single

digit expected returns.  Although market-timing is not illegal per se,
if the prospectus of the mutual fund states a policy of prohibiting
"in-and-out" trading, then the mutual fund may be violating its fidu-
ciary responsibility to the long-term investor.  If the mutual fund
allows "in-and-out" trading on the condition that the hedge fund
does substantial other business with its parent (a bank, for exam-
ple), then the mutual fund is favoring its owners over its fund
investors, a fiduciary violation even if there's no expressed policy
disallowing market-timing.

Kochis Fitz Response.  Within the last few weeks, we have polled
the management of our investment choices on their status in these
contexts.  We're happy to report that all of our currently selected
mutual funds and absolute return (hedge) funds, as well as the
underlying funds within those absolute return funds, have stated
that they have not participated in any late-trading or illegal market-
timing.   

We requested and received written statements such as the follow-
ing one from a sub-manager in Treflie, one of our chosen absolute
return funds, which states among other things: "(We are) not a tar-
get of the investigation, and (we do) not have any reason to
believe that (we) will become so in the future…(We do) not pay to,
commit to any "sticky asset" deals with…any US mutual fund in
exchange for any timing privilege."  Cadogan, the company man-
aging UM Multi-Strategy, reports that they have never invested in
mutual fund timing sub-managers for three reasons: "(1) Many
timers would not provide us the level of transparency we
require…(2) Regardless of the regulatory issues, we have felt
uncomfortable by the 'ethics' of certain participants. (3) We have
had ongoing concerns about the lack of clarity in some of the reg-
ulatory guidelines."

Janus, where we had substantial client sums invested in its
Overseas Fund as recently as 2002, says that its market-timing
activities amount to less than one-half of one percent of its total
assets under management.  This probably understates the impact
because most of the market-timing was in a few funds, primarily
those focused overseas.  Janus' written statement declares that if
there was wrong-doing investor/shareholders will be reimbursed.
If any of our clients who once were invested in Janus are entitled
to a recovery, we'll be on the lookout; but it’s likely to be very small.
Meanwhile, however, we're glad we're gone.

Low Exposure at Kochis Fitz.  Were we just lucky to dodge this
bullet?  Probably not.  Our exposure in the vulnerable overseas,
small cap domestic, and junk bonds markets was and should
remain very limited.  First, we very rarely use junk bond funds.
More importantly, much of our overseas and small cap exposure is
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through the DFA and Longleaf firms which limit investors to an
approved list.  T. Rowe Price, AXA Rosenberg, and the emerging
market fund managed by SSGA provide protection from market
timers by imposing (and so far as we can tell, not waiving) a 2%
redemption fee for short-term trades.  Further, the large cap
domestic asset classes are much less interesting to market timers
because these prices don't get stale.  Moreover, ETFs (Exchange
Traded Funds) like SPY and IVV, that invest in indexes, or
Berkshire Hathaway trade all day, not just at 4 PM; and Schwab
defends its own S&P 500 mutual funds with a .75% fee for sales
within 180 days. 

Longtime Kochis Fitz clients know that we strive to choose funds
and managers that will provide superior long-term returns and that
are well-run in service of their investors.  Our aligning ourselves
with strategies and managements that deter market timers is part
of that effort.

Linda J. Fitz

Get Ready…Year-End Planning Time
is Here Again

We can hardly believe it…the end of 2003 is just around the cor-
ner!  Below is a checklist of typical year-end transactions that we'll
contact clients about during the course of the quarter.  If you have
questions, comments, or need assistance with any transactions
you're planning to execute before year-end, please let us know as
soon as possible.  Some of these transactions take a little time to
execute.

We realize that much of this is "old news" to many experienced
clients; but in the belief that we can all benefit from a reminder,
here goes.  

• Year-end State Tax Payments.  In the past, it was beneficial
in most cases for clients to routinely pay their remaining real
estate and state income tax payments for the current year by
December 31st of that year.  Unless the client was already in
the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) for non-routine reasons
(e.g. incentive stock option exercises), there was usually a
benefit from getting the federal tax deduction early.  

With the advent of the tax law passed earlier this year (see
Tom Tracy's, "New Tax Cuts…But for How Long?" article in the
2nd Quarter 2003 Investment Commentary), many more
clients will find themselves in AMT because of state income
taxes and property taxes they have already paid earlier this
year.  As a result, more careful year-end tax planning may be
required to determine the optimal timing of any large remain-
ing tax payments:  paying some or all of the remaining real
estate or state income taxes in 2003…or 2004 instead.

As part of our routine practice, in early December we'll forward
year-to-date taxable portfolio transaction details to your tax
preparer, along with our expectations about any remaining
2003 mutual fund distributions at that time.  We'll also be in
touch with your tax preparer about any other issues or consid-
erations that they should be aware of when preparing tax pro-
jections and determining your best tax payment schedule.

• Year-end Tax Loss Harvesting. Given year-to-date portfolio
gains and our positive expectations about 4th quarter per-
formance, we don't expect much activity on this front.  Still,
consistent with prior years' practice, during the 4th quarter,
we'll harvest any tax losses where appropriate.  This involves
selling positions where large-enough losses (based on per-
centage and dollar loss thresholds) occur, and investing the
proceeds in a short-term substitute position (usually an
exchange traded fund (ETF)) until we can flip back to the orig-
inal fund position after 30 days.  We time our tax loss selling
around any anticipated mutual fund distributions so that we
sell the loss position before the taxable distribution occurs.
So, we'll continue to keep our eyes focused sharply on client
portfolios in order to take advantage of any market volatility
that occurs over the next few months, especially with respect
to some newer investment positions that were purchased dur-
ing the stronger periods of this year.

Of course, tax loss harvesting will continue in clients’ tax-man-
aged index separate accounts where appropriate.

• Gifts of Appreciated Investments to Charity. Despite the
now higher cost of charitable giving (triggered by the tax laws
passed earlier this year), making gifts of highly appreciated
securities that you've owned for at least 12 months is still far
preferable to using cash.  As we've discussed in prior
Commentaries, when you use cash to make charitable gifts,
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Recognition for Kochis Fitz

For the past several years, the Bloomberg News
Organization has published a listing of independent Wealth
Management firms (not owned by banks, trust companies, or
brokerage firms, etc.).  By their criteria of success, our firm
has always ranked very high among firms across the country.
We're a little surprised to find that the 2003 list ranks us as
the largest independent firm in California.  Of course, we
have only our clients to thank for that; and we hope that they
never fear that we will lose the responsiveness and cus-
tomized, individual attention of a small firm.  So, while we're
large enough to command the resources to bring the most
creative planning insights and best of breed investment
opportunities to our clients, we still consider ourselves a very
small firm that wants to maintain a personal relationship with
each of our clients and that feels that it has no choice but to
treat every client as crucial to our success.

Size isn't everything.  Frankly, we're much more proud of an
accolade we received in an about-to-be-released survey of
Wealth Management firms conducted by the Charles Schwab
organization using data analyzed by the Moss Adams con-
sulting firm.  Of the more than 500 firms surveyed nationwide,
we were ranked among the "25 Best Managed Firms".  Our
clients and friends can take comfort that the confidence
they've already placed in us is not likely to be disappointed
and that we're conducting our business to survive and pros-
per so we can continue to serve our clients even better for
many, many years to come.  That is certainly our plan.

Nevertheless, we're taking nothing for granted.  Within the
next few weeks, our clients will be asked to respond to a new
satisfaction survey, a follow up to a survey we conducted
about 2 ½ years ago.  See the box on page 7.



you secure an income tax deduction equal to the dollar
amount of the gift. However, if you instead use appreciated
long-term investments to fund the gift, you secure the same
income tax deduction and you avoid paying capital gains tax
on the ultimate sale of those investments.  And, of course, if
you're trying to whittle away at a concentrated position, mak-
ing gifts of highly appreciated stock is an especially effective
and tax-efficient way to accomplish both charitable and
investment goals.  

Special deduction limitations apply when making charitable
contributions and the logistics of giving away securities can be
more involved than giving away cash.  Let us know if we can
help you plan for and execute this process.

• Gifts to Family Members.  The current tax law allows each
person to make annual gifts of $11,000 (indexed to inflation for
future years) per recipient without triggering gift tax. This
means that a married couple could give away up to $22,000
per recipient, per year free of tax.

Clients with resources in excess of what is required to fund
their own financial goals are in an excellent position to make
these gifts to family members…and/or friends.  If the recipient
is in a very low tax bracket (e.g. an individual with 2003 tax-
able income of less than $28,000 or a married couple with tax-
able income of less than $56,000), using highly appreciated
investments that you've owned for more than 12 months,
rather than cash, to fund the gifts makes a lot of sense.
Somewhat similar to the benefits of using appreciated invest-
ments in a charitable giving plan, when a low tax bracket
recipient sells the investments, they may only pay 5%(!) capi-
tal gains tax.  However, to maximize the benefits to the recip-
ients, a gift of cash is still best.

Alert: You may have already used your $11,000
allowance.  Many clients with young children or grand-
children have made (or plan to make before year-end)
gifts to Section 529 education funding plans.  These gifts
use the same $11,000 per person, per recipient annual
gift tax exclusion but permit a 5-year bunching to get to a
total tax-free gift of $55,000.  So, if you've already maxi-
mized your 529 contributions, you may be precluded from
making additional tax-free gifts to 529 plan beneficiaries,
outside of the 529 plan.

• Roth IRA Conversions. If your adjusted gross income (tax-
able income after retirement plan contributions are subtracted,
but before itemized deductions are considered) is $100,000 or
less and you don't file "married filing separately", you could
convert some or all of your traditional IRA to a Roth IRA by
12/31/03.  The conversion opportunity is particularly appealing
for clients in exceptional tax years when itemized deductions
exceed taxable income before the Roth conversion value is
included in income.  Here, the Roth IRA conversion allows the
client to convert all or some of a tax-deferred account (the tra-
ditional IRA) to a tax-free account (the Roth IRA) without pay-
ing any tax on as much of the conversion amount that would
absorb the "excess" itemized deductions.  This opportunity
may be available to retired clients who haven't recognized
much income from portfolio drawdowns or to clients who have
had a career transition during the year.

• Catch-up 401(k) and Deductible IRA Contributions.  A
quick reminder that individuals over age 50 and those who turn
50 during 2003 are eligible to make "catch-up" contributions to
retirement plans.  The 401(k) catch-up contribution is $2,000
(increasing to $3,000 in 2004) and the IRA catch-up contribu-
tion is $500 (this amount remains unchanged in 2004).  If you

meet the eligibility requirements and haven't already made the
401(k) catch-up contribution election, you should contact your
plan administrator to make the election soon so that you fund
the catch-up contribution before the end of the year.  

• Retirement Plans for the Self-Employed. If you have self-
employment income (from consulting services or corporate or
non-profit boards), you are eligible to establish a retirement
plan and defer a portion of your self-employment earnings into
the plan.  We’ll help you determine what plan is appropriate for
you.  Importantly, many retirement plans must be established
by year-end, so please contact us soon if this applies to you.

Sandi Bragar

Manager Watch: 
International Large Cap in Developed 

Markets
In last quarter's Manager Watch, we introduced two new DFA
funds, the International Small Cap and Small Cap Value funds.
We're pleased to report that both are off to a roaring start in client
portfolios, with returns of 15% and 16%, respectively, for this quar-
ter (41%! and 47%! year-to-date).

Happily, the good news from overseas markets this year has not
been limited to small cap.  In this quarter's article, we'll look under
the hoods of our two funds focused on large cap stocks in devel-
oped markets overseas:  Artisan International and Longleaf
International.  Finally, to complete the survey of non-US equity
markets, we'll briefly review the performance of our emerging mar-
kets funds.

We have used the Artisan fund in client portfolios since early 2000,
and the Longleaf fund since early 2001.  Artisan follows a "growth
at a reasonable price" ("GARP") philosophy in building its portfolio.
Longleaf, on the other hand, is a died-in-the-wool value fund.
Quite deliberately, we have paired these two contrasting approach-
es in client portfolios (with approximately equal weightings).

Artisan's performance has appeared disappointing of late, espe-
cially when compared to the benchmark Vanguard Total
International Stock Index Fund (see Quarterly Results on page 7),
but that's a little misleading.  We use that fund as the benchmark
because it is the only available international fund based on an
index, and despite the fact that it is a blend fund that melds growth
and value orientations (which is why it is also the benchmark fund
for Longleaf International).  Since the bubble burst in March 2000,
results of growth and value style investing have diverged dramati-
cally, with value winning big.  When compared to the MSCI EAFE
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Save the Date
Reception for Our Clients and Friends

We're planning a follow up to our very successful gathering
for clients and friends last December.  However, to avoid the
crush of the hectic holiday season and competition with all the
other holiday parties, we've decided to move our celebration
to March of next year.  This will inaugurate a "Farewell Winter;
Welcome Spring" theme for these gatherings going forward.
So save the date, Thursday, March 11, 2004.  We'll look for-
ward to seeing you there!



Growth Index over the last three years, Artisan has actually out-
performed the growth index by nearly 500 basis points.
Unfortunately, this relative out-performance still translates into a
cumulative absolute decline for Artisan over three years of almost
27.5%, even after this quarter's 5.8% positive return.

We have spoken extensively with Mark Yockey, the fund's long-
time manager, about the reasons for these cumulative losses, and
feel reasonably confident about the fund's prospects going for-
ward.  Yockey convincingly argues that the same sort of company
restructuring that sparked the US economy in the early nineties is
now taking place abroad.  And, this streamlining is occurring in a
very friendly interest rate environment.  His expectation is that the
EU will lower rates in the near future and remain committed to the
same low and stable interest rate climate that the US has enjoyed
over the past couple of years.  Yockey believes that these factors,
in concert with reasonable growth in overseas economies, should
provide fruitful investment opportunities for the fund.

On the one hand, we continue to believe that Yockey and his team
have the skills to identify long-term investment themes and to
assess individual companies.  But the fund's assets have grown to
$7 billion (with another $3.5 billion managed in separate
accounts), and we have some concern that this bulk may constrain
opportunities in the future - despite Yockey's assurance that that
won't be the case.

The upshot of all this is that we have placed Artisan on our man-
ager watch list, and we have begun to review alternative GARP
funds.  But we recognize Artisan's good relative performance
through the bear market and we acknowledge the danger of toss-
ing any fund on the garbage heap prematurely.  Almost all great
investment managers experience periods during which their per-
formance lags, so our task is to determine whether Artisan can
regain its touch as the global recovery moves into its next phase,
or whether the weight of its assets under management is likely to
be an impediment to the performance we seek.  We'll keep you
posted.

• •          •
Longleaf International (up 11% this quarter) has been far kinder to
our clients.

Mason Hawkins, Longleaf's CEO, and his investment team were in
San Francisco recently, and we reviewed with them the perform-
ance of their three funds (in addition to managing the international
fund, Longleaf also manages a domestic large cap and a small cap
fund.  We are long-time investors in the small cap fund).

Longleaf seeks to build a concentrated portfolio of undervalued
companies.  The fund's managers aren't interested in buying a
stock unless they can purchase it at less than 60% of their esti-
mate of the stock's intrinsic value.  (In March, after the stock mar-
ket losses of the first quarter, they were finding bargains in the
40% - 50% range.)  It's an investment style that is sometimes com-
pared to that of Warren Buffett - who recently co-invested in the
Level 3 Communications bond deal with the Longleaf funds.
Longleaf's deep value style, plus the concentrated portfolio con-
struction (they owned only 26 equity positions in the International
fund at August 31st) gives the fund a very different look from
Artisan (87 positions on the same date).

Given the large and diverse investment universe from which these
funds can select investments, and the contrasting characteristics
the managers are seeking, it's not surprising that the resulting port-
folios differ markedly from one another.  The table below illustrates
two manifestations of this - the funds' allocations to selected coun-
tries and the price/earnings ratios of those countries' markets as a
whole, generally as of 8/31/03.  For comparative purposes, the P/E
ratio of the US market now is about 22.
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Canada 3% 21% 16.7% 
France 7 15 15.3 
Germany 13 0 11.4 
Japan 6 32 40.3 
Switzerland 15 0 20.1 
United Kingdom 22 8 16.1 
Various Emrg Mkts. 10 0 12.8 

Continued on page 8



3 Years
3rd Quarter 12 Months Annualized

2003 to 9/30/03 to 9/30/03

Short-Term Benchmark Index: Lehman Brothers 1-5 Year Gov/Corp Bond
(Taxable) Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Short-term Bond Index 0.3% 4.6% 7.0%
* DFA Two Year Global Fixed Income 0.3% 2.9% 5.1%
* Scudder Preservation Plus Income 1.2% 4.7% 5.3%

Vanguard Short-term Corporate 0.4% 5.1% 6.6%
Intermediate Benchmark Index: Lehman Brothers Aggregate Bond
(Taxable) Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Total Bond Market Index -0.1% 5.3% 8.2%
* DFA Five Year Global Fixed Income -0.3% 4.7% 7.3%
* PIMCO Total Return -0.2% 7.3% 9.8%

Merger 2.6% 11.9% 2.1%
Intermediate 
(Tax Free) Benchmark: Morningstar Muni CA Intermediate Category Avg.     0.2% 1.9% 5.7%

Vanguard CA Insured Intermediate Tax-Exempt 0.0% 2.4% 6.6%

Benchmark Index: Morgan Stanley REIT Index
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard REIT Index Fund 9.5% 24.3% 14.5%

Columbia Real Estate Equity 9.9% 27.0% 11.6%
* Prana Growth (Next valuation date 11/30/03) N/A N/A N/A

Benchmark Index: 60% Wilshire 5000 and 40% Lehman Brothers Aggregate Bond
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Balanced Index 2.1% 17.5% -2.2%

Dodge & Cox Balanced 3.8% 20.4% 9.8%
Vanguard Asset Allocation 3.1% 25.9% -3.1%

* Undiscovered Managers Multi-Strategy Fund 3.5% 7.7% N/A
* Lighthouse (On-Shore) 1.0% 7.9% 7.5%
* Lighthouse (Off-Shore) 0.9% 7.9% N/A
* Treflie (On-Shore) 2.8% 10.2% 5.3%
* Treflie (Off-Shore) 3.2% 9.8% N/A

Index Benchmark Index: S&P 500
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Index 500 2.6% 24.2% -10.2%

Schwab 1000 2.9% 24.3% -9.9%
Large Cap ETF (SPDR)/Index (Schwab S&P 500) 2.7% 24.4% -10.1%

* Tax Managed Index Separate Account (Parametric) Return based on individual client’s portfolio

Value Style Benchmark Index: S&P 500/BARRA Value
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Value Index Fund 2.3% 27.5% -6.3%

Berkshire Hathaway 2.7% 1.3% 6.4%
* DFA Large Cap Value 3.8% 22.5% 3.8%
* DFA Tax Managed Marketwide Value 4.0% 25.5% -1.8%

Continued on Next Page

* PREFERENTIAL ACCESS THROUGH KOCHIS FITZ
Sources: Information from sources that we believe to be reliable.
Returns are stated net of managers’ fees, but before Kochis Fitz fees.

QUARTERLY RESULTS: 3rd QUARTER 2003

FIXED INCOME

REAL ESTATE

BALANCED
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ABSOLUTE RETURN

LARGE CAP: DOMESTIC



3 Years
3rd Quarter 12 Months Annualized

2003 to 9/30/03 to 9/30/03

Growth Style Benchmark Index: MSCI EAFE Growth
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Total International Stock Fund 8.7% 28.0% -8.0%

Artisan International 5.8% 16.7% -10.2%

Value Style Benchmark Index: MSCI EAFE Value
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Total International Stock Fund 8.7% 28.0% -8.0%

Longleaf Partners International 11.0% 35.4% 6.4%

Blend Benchmark Index: Russell 2000
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Small Cap Index Fund 8.7% 34.5% -0.9%

* DFA Tax Managed US Small Cap 10.8% 40.6% 1.7%
* DFA US Small Cap 9.9% 40.3% 3.5%
* DFA US Micro Cap 12.6% 46.4% 7.3%

Value Style Benchmark Index: S&P Small Cap 600/BARRA Value
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Small Cap Value Index Fund 7.5% 23.5% 7.4%

* AXA Rosenberg US Small Cap Institutional 8.2% 25.2% 9.2%
* DFA Tax Managed US Small Cap Value 10.5% 39.3% 9.3%
* DFA US Small Cap Value 11.7% 40.4% 13.0%
* Longleaf Partners Small Cap [Closed] 4.5% 36.1% 10.5%

Benchmark Fund: DFA International Small Company Portfolio 15.0% 44.7% 7.4%
* DFA International Small Company 15.0% 44.7% 7.4%
* DFA International Small Cap Value 16.0% 51.2% 13.8%

Benchmark Index: MSCI Emerging Markets Free
Benchmark Fund: Vanguard Emerging Markets Index Fund 14.7% 46.4% 1.7%

* Brookdale Global Opportunity Fund Not available as of 10/9/03
* Oppenheimer Developing Markets 17.1% 52.1% 5.7%
* SSgA Emerging Markets 14.6% 41.1% 2.6%

T. Rowe Price Emerging Markets 13.9% 41.6% -0.3%

* PREFERENTIAL ACCESS THROUGH KOCHIS FITZ
Sources: Information from sources that we believe to be reliable.
Returns are stated net of managers’ fees, but before Kochis Fitz fees.

QUARTERLY RESULTS: 3rd QUARTER 2003

LARGE CAP: DEVELOPED OVERSEAS

SMALL CAP: DOMESTIC

SMALL CAP: DEVELOPED OVERSEAS

EMERGING MARKETS
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Client Survey
Clients will soon receive an invitation to give us further feedback on our
services.  We are eager to have clients' candid evaluation of our work and
any suggestions for improvements.  Thank you in advance for your time
and attention to this new survey.  But, most of all, thank you again for the
favor of your business.



Aside from the diversity between the two funds noted above, their
sector weighting and currency hedging strategies are very differ-
ent.  Longleaf is currently heavily-weighted in broadcasting and
cable and property and casualty insurance, while Artisan's portfo-
lio reflects greater allocations to services and manufacturing.  A
recent comparison (August 31st) of portfolios showed that only
one company was held by both funds.  With regard to currencies,
Longleaf carefully hedges its portfolio's non-dollar economic expo-
sure while Artisan never hedges.  In Japan, for instance, Longleaf
is 100% hedged since the seven Japanese companies in its port-
folio do all of their business within Japan.  As a whole, the Longleaf
portfolio's currency exposure is about 50% hedged, since the
majority of the European companies it holds are strongly tied to the
US dollar.  This makes Longleaf's recent results even more
impressive as both the euro and the yen appreciated against the
dollar during the quarter.

This diverse construction for our clients' exposures to developed
overseas large cap stocks is very deliberate.  Combining invest-
ment opportunities that have little structural correlation adds an
additional layer of diversification.  As we compare Artisan
International to possible substitutes among international "growth at
a reasonable price" funds, this diversification factor will be includ-
ed in the mix of considerations. 

Emerging Markets
To complete the review of international stock markets, emerging
market returns for the year have been in the neighborhood of
about 30% with the third quarter performance alone of our fund
choices averaging about 15%.  Much of this positive performance
has been from South America (Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, all up
over 60% in dollar terms) and the Asian markets, with Indonesia
(up over 50%) taking the lead.

One of the more interesting stories to come out of this rally in
emerging markets is evidence of shifting trade patterns.  Countries
that were once strongly dependent on US demand to fuel their

local economies are seeking other export markets.  China, with its
huge internal demand potential, figures prominently as an
importer, in addition to its more familiar recent role of an exporter.
For example, China was Argentina's biggest export market in June
and July, and during the first eight months of 2003, Brazil's exports
to China jumped by 136%.  China has also replaced the US as
South Korea's biggest export market this year.  Many developing
countries are finding it much easier to move into rapidly expanding
markets such as China (expected to grow about 8% this year) or
India (with an estimated 250 million middle class consumers) than
to struggle to break into crowded US and European markets.  This
trend of developing countries becoming more significant players
on the world economic stage is one we don't expect to end any-
time soon.

Hope (?) for a Weaker Dollar
The international story wouldn't be complete without some further
remarks on currency exchange rates.  For some time, we have
commented on the over-valuation of the dollar vis-à-vis the euro
and the yen.  The overpriced dollar has led to record trade deficits
for the US; but a too-weak dollar would make returns from US
assets less attractive to foreign investors.  If the US is to be an
effective catalyst in the world's long-term economic recovery, a
downward revaluation of the dollar should occur, but not too
steeply or too fast; a gradual decline in the dollar shouldn't throw
worldwide recovery into a tailspin.  

Meanwhile, China's resistance to permitting the yuan to rise to a
proper value probably cannot last much longer.  Eventually, with a
far stronger yuan, China will become an even more significant
importer for the world.  

In any event, the ongoing revaluation of the dollar has rewarded
our clients' overseas exposures and, we believe, will continue to
enhance the returns of overseas investments for US, dollar-based
investors.

Mike Fitzhugh
and Jane Zaloudek
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Performance Reports Online
For about a year now, we have offered clients the capability to view their individual Quarterly Performance Reports online, via our
website at www.kochisfitz.com.  Many have taken advantage of this functionality, and we encourage all of our clients to do so.
Not only can the online Performance Reports serve as a substitute for the paper copy that we mail, it can also provide several
supplemental functions:

• Instant access, at any time, from any internet-ready PC around the world.
• Interactive graphs based on asset allocation and performance data.
• Enhanced reporting on specific fund details, such as the sector weightings and top holdings of the fund or manager.
• In addition to the current period's report, archived Quarterly Reports for the prior 12 months.

To access online Performance Reports:

1. Go to www.kochisfitz.com.
2. Click the Client Login button in the bottom-right corner of the screen.
3. Enter your username and password.

• If you do not have this information, send an email to webmaster@kochisfitz.com to get set up.
4. Click the My Portfolio tab.
5. Click on one of your account numbers or account groupings to get more information (such as holdings or performance)

for that particular account.
• For example, click 03Q3-<your last name> to view detail from your report for the Third Quarter, 2003.

Michael Altschul
Webmaster

Continued from page 5


